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first, second and third power supply lines, and three

switches connecting said first, second and third power
supply lines with said conunon driving line pair respec-
tively;

wherein the voltage between said first and second power
supply lines is larger than the voltage between said

second and third power supply lines which is substan-
tially equal to the maximiun value of said first voltage

J-
between the data line pairTj

/ 4. A semiconductor device according to claim 3,

wherein one of the voltages of the power supply lines is

generated on the chiip
5. A semiconductor device comprising: ^^^^
a plurality of data lines, a plurality of word lines inter-

secting the plurality^of data lines, memory cells located
at the intersecting' points, sense amplifiers each for

amplifying a memory cell signal read out on each of the

data lines, common driving lines for driving said sense
amplifiers, and an internal voltage generator to generate
a first internal voltage;

wherein said first internal voltage is substantially an
intermediate value between a first external voltage and
a second external voltage when the difference between
the first and second external voltages is larger than a 25
first reference voltage, whereas the difference between
the first internal voltage and one of the external volt-

ages is made constant when the difference between the
first and the second external voltages is larger than a

> second reference voltage!^ 7
3^,

A semiconductor device comprising: y
a plurality of data lines, a plurality of word lines inter-

secting the plurality of data lines, memory cells located
at the intersecting points, sense amplifiers each for

amplifying a memory cell signal read out on each of the 35
data lines, and common driving lines for driving said
sense amplifiers;
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wherein when said sense amplifiers start to operate,

voltage of the data lines is varied to effectively boost an
absolute value of the gate-source voltage of transistors

in each of the sense amplifier^

A semiconductor device accormng to claim 6, wherein
voltage of the data lines is boosted by capacitors.

8. A semiconductor device comprising: ^
a plurality of data lines, a plurality of word lines inter-

secting the plurality of data hnes, memory cells located
at the intersecting points, sense amplifiers each for

amplifying a memory cell signal read out on each of the

data lines, and common driving lines for driving said

sense amplifiers;

wherein said sense amplifiers operate with • a voltage
amplitude higher than that of the data lines and each of
said sense amplifiers includes an inverter which oper-

^ ates with a voltage amplitude as that of the data lines?]

/ 9 . A semiconductor device comprising:

a pluirality of data lines, a plurality of word lines inter-

secting the plurality of data lines, memory cells located
at the intersecting points, sense amplifiers each for
amplifying a memory cell signal read out on each of the
data lines, and common driving lines for driving said
sense amplifiers;

wherein a threshold voltage of each of the transistors in

each of the sense amplifiers is varied in accordance
with the operating condition of the sense amplifiersTj

0.0. A semiconductor device according to claim 9, wherein
said threshold voltage is varied dynamicallj^)
ril. A semiconductor device according '

wEen

1^12. A semiconductor device according to claim 10,
wherein said threshold voltage is varied by varying a sub-
strate voltag^^

A semiconductor device according to claim 10,
wEerein said threshold voltage is varied in range including
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13 . A semiconductor device comprising

a first circuitry block having a plurality of circuits and

being operative by a \f irst voltage which is defined by a first

potential and a secona\ potent ial ; and

a voltage generator producing a first bias voltage which

is determined with reference to the first potential and a

second bias voltage whichXiTs determined with reference to the

second potential,

wherein each of the pfi-uNbality of circuits includes a

first MISFET with a first /conduction type, a second MISFET

with the first conduction type\ a third MISFET with a second

conduction type, and a fourth MISFET with the second

conduction type which are coupled in series between the first

potential and the second potential, and

wherein the first bias voltagA is supplied to the gate of

the second MISFET and the second bi^ voltage is supplied to

the gate of the third MISFET.

14 . A semiconductor device accor\iing to claim 13 ,

wherein each of the plurality of cVrcuits further

includes a set of input nodes which are the gates of the first

and fourth MISFETs, a first coupling node\ between the first

MISFET and the second MISFET. a second coubling node between

the third MISFET and the fourth MISFET. and\ a third coupling

node between the second MISFET and the third\ MISFET

,
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wherein the set of input nodes are prepared to receive a

set of input signals having an amplitude that is smaller than

the first voltage,

wherein the first c'toupling node can output a first output

signal having an amplitude that is smaller than the first bias

voltage

,

wherein the second coUpling node can output a second

output signal having an ammfitude that is smaller than the

second bias voltage, and

wherein the third coup: ig node can output a third output

signal having an amplitude ph.at is larger than that of the

first output signal or the second output signal

.

15

.

A semiconductor deviae according to claim 13

,

wherein the channel conductance of the second MISFET is

larger than that of the first MISFET. and

wherein the channel conductance of the third MISFET is

larger than that of the fourth MlaFET.

16. A semiconductor device according to claim 13,

wherein one of the plurality or circuits is an inverter

circuit including the first, second, \ third, and fourth

MISFETs.

wherein the inverter circuit further includes a set of

input nodes which are the gates of the\first and fourth

MISFETs, a first coupling node between the first MISFET and

the second MISFET, a second coupling node between the third
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MISFET and the fourth \MISFET , and a third couplinQ node

between the second MISRET and the third MISFET,

wherein the set of \input nodes are prepared to receive a

set of input signals hav:\nQ an amplitude that is smaller than

the first voltage,

wherein the first coupling node can output a first output

signal having an amplitude mat is smaller than the first bias

voltage

,

wherein the second coupl

output signal having an ampli

^g node can output a second

tu\Be that is smaller than the

second bias voltage, and

wherein the second coupling Viode can output a third

output signal having an amplitude V:hat is larger than that of

the first output signal or the second output signal

.

17. A semiconductor device according to claim 13,

further comprising a second circuit glock being operative by a

second voltage which is smaller than t\he first voltage,

wherein one of the plurality of circuits is an output

circuit which receives a first signal wAth a first amplitude

outputted from the second circuit block and outputs a second

signal with a second amplitude which is larger than the first

amplitude

,

wherein the output circuit includes a 'level converter

circuit which receives the first signal, a nirst inverter

circuit which receives a set of signals outpmtted from the
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level converter circuit, and a second inverter circuit which

receives a set of signals outputted from the first inverter

circuit and outputs nhe second signal, and

wherein each of nhe level converter circuit, the first

inverter circuit, and fthe second inverter circuit includes the

first, second, third, aiad fourth MISFETs.

18. A semiconductor device according to claim 21,

wherein the first amplitude is substantially the same as the

second voltage and the seconch amplitude is substantially the

same as the first voltage.

19 A semiconductor di ilce according to claim 13 .

wherein one of the pluralitgy of circuits is a NAND circuit

including the first, second, tnird, and fourth MISFETs,

wherein the NAND circuit fttarther includes a fifth MISFET

with the first conduction type having a source -drain path that

is coupled in parallel with the aource-drain path of the first

MISFET and a sixth MISFET with thk second conduction type

having a source-drain path that is\coupled between one end of

the source-drain path of the fourth\MISFET and the second

potential

,

wherein the NAND circuit further\ includes a set of first

input nodes which are the gates of tha first and fourth

MISFETs, a set of second input nodes which are the gates of

fifth and sixth MISFETs, a first coupling node between the

first MISFET and the second MISFET, a seffiond coupling node
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between third MISFET land the fourth the MISFET. and a third

coupling node betweenXthe second MISFET and the third MISFET.

wherein the set oiS first input nodes are prepared to

receive a set of first input signals having an amplitude that

is smaller than the first voltage.

wherein the set of second input nodes are prepared to

receive a set of second input signals having an amplitude that

is smaller than the first vQlfeage

.

wherein the first coupl; node can output a first output

signal having an amplitude ti lis smaller than the first bias

voltage

,

wherein the second cou^lincA node can output a second

output signal having an amplitudey that is smaller than the

second bias voltage, and

wherein the second coupling no)de can output a third

output signal having an amplitude thVt is larger than that of

the first output signal or the second\ output signal.

20. A semiconductor device according to claim 13.

wherein one of the plurality of circuits is a tri-state

output buffer circuit including a NAND ci^.rcuit, a NOR circuit,

and an output driver, and

wherein each of the NAND circuit, the\ NOR circuit, and

the output driver includes the first, secoi\d. third, and

fourth MISFETs .
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21. A semiconductor device accordinQ to claim 20.

wherein the NAND ciVcuit further includes a set of first

input nodes which are theXaates of the first and fourth

MISFETs of the NAND circuit to which a set of first input

signals are supplied, and a\first output node from which a

first output signal is outpupted.

wherein the NOR circuit rurther includes a set of second

input nodes which are the gate k/o£ the first and fourth

MISFETs of the NOR circuit-to i sih^jdyti a set of second input

signals are supplied, and a se
/ \ \ 1

ConU \ output node from which a

second output signal is outputgted

wherein the output driver further includes a set of third

input nodes which are the gates of tne first and fourth

MISFETs of the output circuit, and a boupling node between the

second and third MISFETs. \

wherein the first output node is coupled to one of the

set of third input nodes and the second output node is coupled

to another one of the set of the third inbut nodes, and

wherein the coupling node of the outpVt driver can output

a third output signal having an amplitude that is larger than

that of the first output signal or the second output signal.

22. A semiconductor device according to\claim 21.

wherein the amplitude of the third output \signal is

substantially the same as the first voltage. \

23. A semiconductor device according to clAim 13.
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wherein said semiconductor device is formed on a chip.

wherein one of tha plurality of circuits is an input

circuit which receives an input signal from an outside of the

chip and includes the fi3s;-3t. second, third, and fourth

MISFETs,

wherein the input cirY:uit further includes a fifth MISFET

with the first conduction tVpe having one end of the source-

le gate of the first MISFET and

having a gate that is coupledu the gate of the second

MISFET, and a sixth MISFET wit :he second conduction tvpe

having one end of the source -/ara .n path that is coupled to the

gate of the fourth MISFET anA ha'yinq a gate that is coupled to

the gate of the third MISFET,

wherein the input circuit further includes a first

coupling node between the first MISFET and the second MISFET.

and a second coupling node between tijie third MISFET and the

fourth MISFET,

wherein another end of the sourcd-drain path of the fifth

MISFET and another end of the source -dAain path of the sixth

MISFET are coupled together and the inpB^t signal is supplied

thereto

.

wherein the first coupling node can \output a first output

signal having an amplitude that is smalley than the first bias

voltage, and
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wherein the second coupling node can output a second

output signal having N^n amplitude that is smaller than the

second bias voltage.

24. A semiconductbr device according to claim 23,

wherein the amplitude of\ the input signal is substantially the

same as the first voltage

25. A semiconductor cievice according to claim 13,

wherein the first bias

potential and a third po^^nt

foitage is defined by the first

] and the second bias voltage is

III

defined by the second potent

wherein the first pote .tic

and a fourth potential, and

is higher than the second

potential, the third potential is lower than the first

potential, and the fourth potential is higher than the second

potential

.

26. A semiconductor device according to claim 25,

wherein the first potential has\a first changing rate
/

according to the variation of the firfet voltage and the second

potential has a second changing rate a\;:cording to the

variation of the first voltage,

wherein when the first voltage is iVi a first

predetermined voltage range, the third potential has a thi rd

changing rate according to the variation cA,
f the first voltage

and the fourth potential has a fourth chanqing rate according

to the variation of the first voltage, and
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wherein the thiyd changinQ rate is larger than the fourth

changing rate

.

27. A semicondudtor device according to claim 26,

wherein the first \changing rate is larger than the second

changing rate, and

wherein the third cftianging rate is proportional to the

first changing rate, and the

proportional to the secondy

28. A semiconductor

fourth changing rate is

iging rate

te according to claim 27,

wherein the third chai/ging rate is substantially equal to

the first changing rate, q^nd\the fourth changing rate is

substantially equal to the second changing rate

.

29. A semiconductor device according to claim 28,

further comprising a second circuit block being operative by a

second voltage which is smaller \than the first voltage,

wherein a thickness of a galsie insulator layer of said

MISFETs in said first circuit block is substantially the same

as that of MISFETs included in saiVi second circuit block.

30. A semiconductor device aacording to claim 29,

wherein the first conduction type is a P-channel and the

second conduction type is an N-channel, and

wherein said semiconductor devicip is a microprocessor LSI

in a chip.

31. A semiconductor device accoriding to claim 26,
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wherein when the f irst

oredetermined voltaae r<inae which is larqer than the first

Dredetermined voltaqe raViQe , the third potential has a fifth

chanqinQ rate accordinq vo the variation of the first voltaqe

and the fourth potential oa s a sixth chanqinq rate accordinq

to the variation of the finst voltage, and

wherein the fifth chanalRCT rate is smaller than the third

chanqinq rate and sixth chanIfinqr rate is larqer than the

fourth chanqinq rate

.

32 . A semiconductor dfviae

\

accordinq to claim 31,

wherein both the fiftrf and\sixth chanqinq rates are half

of the first changing rate

33. A semiconductor device kccording to claim 31,

wherein the second predetermined voltage range is an aqinq

operation voltage range for said semiconductor device.

34. A semiconductor device according to claim 33..

wherein the first conduction type is a P-channel and the

second conduction type is an N-channel\.

35. A semiconductor device according to claim 34,

further comprising a second circuit bloqk being operative by a

second voltage which is smaller than the \f irst voltage,

wherein a thickness of a gate insulaipor layer of said

MISFETs in said first circuit block is sub\stantially the same

as that of MISFETs included in said second \circuit block.

36. A semiconductor device according to claim 35,
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wherein said semiconductor device is a microprocessor LSI in a

chip

37. A semiconductor device according to claim 14,

wherein the first conduction type is a P-channel and the

second conduction type i% an N- channel

38. A semiconductor\ device accordincr to claim 14,

further comprising a secona circuit block beincr operative bv a

second voltage which is sma\j.le:j^\than the first voltage.

wherein a thickness ^of a /gate insulator layer of said

MISFETs in said first circuicv^lock is substantially the same

as that of MISFETs included//in\ said second circuit block.

39. A semiconductor device according to claim 14,

further comprising a second circViit block being operative bv a

second voltage which is smaller ghan the first voltage,

wherein said semiconductor device is a microprocessor LSI

chip, and

block and the first circuit block ia an interface circuit

block between the internal circuit an d an outside of the

microprocessor LSI chip. \

40. A semiconductor device acco rding to claim 14

,

wherein said semiconductor device is a\ dynamic random access

memory chip

.
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41. A semiconductor device according to claim 14,

further comprisinQ\a second circuit block beinQ operative by a

second voltage which is smaller than the first voltage,

wherein said sen;iiconductor device is a microprocessor LSI

chip

,

wherein a thicknefes of a gate insulator layer of said

MISFETs in said first cVrcuit block is substantially the same

as that of MISFETs incluVied\in said second circuit block, and

wherein the f irs't-~-3z:o\l :aae is an external voltage supplied

from an outside of the miabropidocessor LSI chip.

42. A semiconductor/loevice comprising:

a first circuit blodk being operative by a first voltage;

and

a second circuit block b4ing operative by a second

voltage which is larger than the first voltage and is defined

by a first potential and a second potential,

wherein said second circuitV block includes an output

circuit which receives a first signal outputted from the first

circuit block and outputs a seconci signal having an amplitude

that is larger than that of the first signal,

wherein the output circuit further includes a level

converter circuit which receives the\ first signal, a first

inverter circuit, and a second invertVer circuit,

wherein the level converter circuit includes a 1st

MISFET, a 2nd MISFET, a 3rd MISFET, anld a 4th MISFET which are
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coupled in series htetween the first potential and the second

potential

,

wherein the levelX converter circuit includes a 5th

MISFET, a 6th MISFET. a\ 7th MISFET. and an 8th MISFET which

are coupled in series between the first potential and the

second potential.

wherein the level conVferter circuit includes a first

coupling node between tR&-~-5 MISFET and the 6th MISFET and a

second coupling node betwedH Whe 7th MISFET and the 8th

MISFET.

wherein the gates and drains of the 1st and the 5th

MISFETs are cross -coupled togenher.

wherein the first signal is supplied to the gate of the

4th MISFET and inverted the firs\ signal is supplied to the

gate of the 8th MISFET.

wherein the first inverter ciV-cuit includes a 9th MISFET.

a 10th MISFET. an 11th MISFET. and W 12th MISFET which are

coupled in series between the first potential and the second

potential

.

wherein the first inverter circuit further includes a

third coupling node between the 9th MISFET and the 10th MISFET

and a fourth coupling node between the Vlth MISFET and the

12th MISFET.
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wherein the gat^ of the 9th MISFET is coupled to the

first coupling node arid the crate of the 12th MISFET is coupleH

to the second coupling mode

.

wherein the second \ inverter circuit includes a 13th

MISFET. a 14th MISFET. a\l5th MISFET. and a 16th MISFET which

are coupled in series between the first potential and the

second potential.

wherein the second inverter circuit further includes a

fifth coupling node between

MISFET.

wherein the gate of the

coupling node and the gate

\e\ 14th MISFET and the 15th

MISFET is coupled to a third

tHe 16th MISFET is coupled to

the fourth coupling node, and

wherein the fifth coupling nc\de can output the second

signal

.

43. A semiconductor device acaording to claim 42.

furthe r comprising a voltage generator producing a first bias

voltage which is determined with reference to the first

potential and a second bias voltage which is determined with

reference to the second potential.

wherein the first bias voltage is supplied to the gates

of the 2nd. 6th, 10th. and 14th MISFETs ahd the second bias

voltage is supplied to the gates of the 3r^. 7th. 11th. and

15th MISFETs.

44. A semiconductor device according fco claim 43.
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wherein the chanriel conductance of the 2nd. 6th, 10th.

and 14th MISFETs is lar)s;^er than that of the 1st. 5th, 9th. and

13th MISFETs. and

wherein the channel Conductance of the 3rd, 7th. 11th.

and 15th MISFETs is larqer\than that of the 4th. 8th, 12th and

16th MISFETs.

45. A semiconductor de-^ice according to claim 43,

wherein the amplitude of

substantially equal to the f rat \ voltage and an amplitude of

le first signal is

the second signal is substa ailiy equal to the second

voltage

.

/

46. A semiconductor device According to claim 43,

wherein the first bias voltagfe is defined by the first

potential and a third potential and\the second bias voltage is

defined by the second potential and 4 fourth potential,

wherein the first potential is higher than the second

potential, the third potential is lowelr than the first

potential, and the fourth potential is niigher than the second

potential, and

wherein the first potential has a fi->rst changing rate

according to the variation of the second valtage and the

second potential has a second changing rate\ according to the

variation of the second voltage,

wherein when the second voltage is in a \first

predetermined voltage range, the third potential has a third
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changing rate accoraing to the variation of the second voltage

and the fourth potential has a fourth changing rate according

to the variation of tae second voltage, and

wherein the third \changing rate is larger than the fourth

changing rate

.

47. A semiconductorX device according to claim 46,

wherein when the secontd[\yoltage is in a second ^

predetermined voltage range ](|^^hich is larger than the first

predetermined voltage range le third potential has a fifth

changing rate according to l/h4/,variation of the second voltage

and the fourth potential ha^ aXsixth changing rate according

to the variation of the second voltage, and

wherein the fifth changing Aate is smaller than the third

changing rate and sixth changing r^te is larger than the

fourth changing rate

.

48. A semiconductor device accbrding to claim 47,

wherein both the fifth and sixth\ changing rates are half

of the first changing rate.

49. A semiconductor device according to claim 47,

wherein the second operating voltage range is an aging

operation voltage range for said semiconauctor device.

50. A semiconductor device accordingy to claim 43,

wherein the 1st, 2nd. 5th. 6th, 9th. lV)th, 13th. and 14th

MISFETs are P-channel MISFETs and the 3rd, 4Vh, 7th, 8th,

11th. 12th, 15th, and 16th MISFETs are N-chaAnel MISFETs.
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51. A semiconducnor device according to claim 50.

wherein a thickness of a gate insulator layer of MISFETs

in said first circuit block is substantially the same as those

of said MISFETs included i^i \said second circuit block.

52 . A semiconductor s eyice according to claim 51,

c^or device is a microprocessor LSIwherein said semicond|

chiD , and

wherein the first circuin block is an internal circuit

block and the second circuit biaock is an interface circuit

block between the internal circuit and an outside of the

microprocessor LSI chip. \
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